


How to use this book

This book introduces the spellings <ee>, <e>, 

<e-e>, <ea> and <y> for the sound ‘ee’.

Check the reader knows these target spellings 

before reading this book.

Encourage the reader to read the words

by blending the sounds together from

left to right throughout the word.

eee e-e

ea y



Vocabulary

weeding - digging up weeds in the garden

ice pop - frozen juice or flavored water on a stick

sun-cream - a cream to spread over the skin, 

  protecting it from sunburn

The characters in this book are:

Liz

Pete
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Reading Practice







1 

It was three o’clock.  Liz had been 

weeding with her dog, Pete.  Her 

tummy rumbled. 

“I’m hungry!” she said with a grin.



2 

“I really feel like some ice cream,” 

Liz said to Pete, “but I have no 

treats left.  Let’s see what we have 

left to eat...”



3 

Liz spotted a cherry drink at the 

back of a shelf. 

“Ah, that’s lucky!  I can freeze this 

and make an ice pop!”



Liz put the cherry-drink ice pop 

in the freezer to freeze.  It was 

still hot and sunny.  She made a 

cheese sandwich and an iced tea.
4 



5 

Liz got a rug, sun-cream and a 

big floppy sun hat.  She set up a

sun shade.  Pete panted.  He was 

feeling hot and sleepy.



6 

Liz rubbed on the sun-cream and 

licked the cherry ice pop.   

“This is very relaxing.  We can dream 

that we’re having a picnic at the 

beach,” she told Pete with a grin.

Words for reading and sorting



ee e e-e ea y

he empty beach evil team

dream Pete she sweet delete

me green peach deep reach

safety tease these weave teddy

sneak quickly wheel be copy

sticky steam relax scene knee

Words for reading and sorting
Photocopy and cut into cards for reading and sorting, or use as a 
sorting activity with different colored counters for each sound.



This is a game for two players.  Each player has three counters, 
each set a different color.  Players choose to be Red or Blue 
and place one counter on each of their colors.  
Players take turns to move a counter by sliding it into an 
adjacent space or by jumping over their opponent’s counter 
into an empty space.  When a player lands on a word, he/she 
must read the word aloud.  The winner is the first player to 
get all three of his/her counters in a straight line.
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We hope you enjoyed this book!  Check out our website for 
our range of exciting, decodable reading series.

phonicbooks.com
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Liz is hot and hungry.  Luckily she finds 
something that can help her make a sweet 
treat.
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